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Abstract—Heart failure patients have become an important
challenge for the healthcare system, since they represent a
medical, social and economic problem. Early heart failure
diagnoses can be very useful to improve patients’ quality of
life and to reduce the resources consumption, but they can be
complex for the general practitioners. Data mining and
machine learning techniques can really help in this field. The
aim of this study is to validate some machine learning models
to identify heart failure patients, starting from administrative
data, and to make them transparent and interpretable.
Despite the lack of clinical data, not available in Italy, but
the most employed for the identification of heart failure
patients, the results are comparable with the state-of-the-art
ones and the models outperform the performances already
obtained in Tuscany.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heart failure (HF) is defined as the incapability of the
heart to pump blood around the body properly. Its symptoms
can be mutiple, e.g. beathlessness, ankle swelling, fatigue,
jugular venous pressure and pulmonary crackles [1].

Heart failure patients represent a real problem for the
healthcare system, from a medical, social and economic
point of view [2]. According to the European Society of
Cardiology (ESC), in fact, 26 millions of adults are
affected by HF and about 3.6 million people are diagnosed
every year in Europe. 17-45% of them die during the first
year, while the others die in the following 5 years [3]. HF
is one of the main causes of death all over the world [4].
Moreover, due to the disabling symptoms, it also has the
greatest negative impact on quality of life (QoL) with
respect to the other major chronic diseases, such as
diabetes, arthritis and hypertension [2]. At last, the
economic burden on these patients is approximately 1-2%
of all the healthcare costs, especially because of the
repeated hospitalizations [5].

Unfortunately, there are not some shared guidelines for
the general practitioners (GPs) on the identification of
heart failure patients, making the diagnoses very difficult.

However, the GPs are supported by blood tests, chest
radiography, electrocardiography and echocardiography and
can use several criteria, e.g. Framingham, Boston and
Gothenburg ones, based on the results of the tests [7]. On
the other hand, they usually react to patients’ symptoms,
leading to ineffective and inefficient treatments.

To improve the patients’ quality of life and to reduce the
resources consumption due to multiple hospital admissions,
early HF diagnoses can be significantly useful. Data
mining and machine learning (ML) algorithms can really
help in the early identification of HF patients, thanks to the
great quantity of data. Multiple studies have been done,
using different techniques according to the available data.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) was used to extract
the diagnosis of HF with the Framingham criterion from
clinical notes and electronic medical records [8]-[10].
When words were not available, clinical data were
employed as inputs for several ML algorithms (e.g. SVMs,
random forests, neural networks, decision trees, k-NN) [5]:
blood test, heart rate variability (HRV), echocardiography,
electrocardiography, chest radiography and physical tests
[11], blood pressure, smoking situation, age and sex [12],
dyspnea and Pro-Brain Natriuretic Peptides (Pro-BNP)
[13], long-term ECG time series [14], demographic, health
behaviour, use of care, clinical diagnosis, clinical
measures, laboratory data and prescription orders for
anti-hypertensive information [15] and heart sound and
cardiac reserve characteristics [16]. Only few studies used
only administrative data for the identification of HF
patients, without the implication of ML, but with statistical
analyses or ad-hoc algorithms (e.g. the algorithm already
used in Tuscany region for this aim [17], and the method
proposed by Shultz et al [18]). They reached very lower
performances with respect to the previous ones.

The aim of this study is to validate some machine
learning algorithms for the identification of HF patients,
using administrative data and reaching performances
comparable with the models including also clinical data.



To let the GPs trust these new models, an analysis of the
involved variables has been done, underlying their different
weight for the predictions.

II. METHODS

In Italy, clinical data are not available. On the contrary,
all the residents produce some digital tracks every time
they receive any public or private health services. Data
coming from the hospitals (i.e. diagnoses and procedures),
from the outpatients (i.e. assistive, diagnostic and
rehabilitation performances), from the pharmacies (e.g.
prescribed drugs, etc.) and data regarding the exemptions
(both for income or diagnosis) compose the administrative
flows. They are usually almost complete, because the
Regional Health System requires a complete reporting used
for governance purpose and to rank providers’
performance.

In this study, the data available in the mARSupio
database of the Agenzia Regionale Sanità (ARS) in
Florence, Tuscany, Italy [19], where the Tuscan
administrative data are collected, were used as inputs for
the ML algorithms, to solve the binary classification
problem of identification of heart failure patients. In
mARSupio, patients’ privacy is protected according to the
Italian law [20], in fact every patient is identified by an
univocal identification code (IDUNI).

In order to implement supervised algorithms, 11 Tuscan
doctors provided a list of their patients surely affected by
HF, as part of a specific heart failure pathway project. The
assumption was that all their other patients were not
affected by HF. The population involved in the study was
then composed by 14 616 Tuscan residents, 347 of whom
(2.37%) were affected by HF and 14 269 (97.63%) were
not. So, HF prevalence was coherent with other studies,
saying that it is of about 2-3% [3].

For each patient involved in the study, the medical
history from 1st January 2010 (data before 2010 are not so
confident) to 1st January 2018 was rebuilt. In particular,
the considered features were similar to the ones used in
Tuscany for the identification of complex patients [21],
with some few differences for cardiac problems:

• the number of admissions and the number of days of
hospitalizations for each Aggregated Clinical Code
(ACC) [22] in the considered period represented two
features of the final dataset, except for the ACCs
regarding cardiomyopathies, secondary hypertension
and congestive heart failure, for which the number of
admissions and the number of days of hospitalizations
were considered for each ICD9 code separately.
Diagnoses provided then 740 variables (280 ACCs +
90 ICD9 codes);

• the number of the procedures done in the considered
period for each ACC were counted, except for the
ACCs regarding heart valve procedures, coronary

heart bypass grafts, percutaneous transluminal
coronary angioplasties, coronary thrombolyses,
diagnostic cardiac catheterizations, insertions and
replacements of cardiac pacemaker and other heart
surgeries, where the number of the procedures were
counted for each ICD9 code. Procedures provided
then 380 attributes (224 ACCs + 156 ICD9 codes);

• the number of the performances done in the
considered period for each group (made ad-hoc)
represented one feature, except for the groups
considering instrumental cardiology performances,
cardiac medical examinations and cardiac drugs
laboratory exams, for which all the codes were
considered separately. The number of features
provided by this category was 90 (73 groups + 17
codes);

• the number of drugs taken in the considered period for
each ATC3 code (third level of Anatomical Therapeutic
Chemical classification system [23], which indicates the
therapeutic/pharmacological subgroup of the drug) was
considered as a variable. Drugs provided 271 features
(271 ATC3 codes);

• the combination of the date of release and of
expiration for each group of exemptions was
considered as a categorical variable with three values
(never released, expired in the period 2010-2017, not
expired yet), except for exemptions concerning
cardiovascular diseases, where each ICD9 code was
considered separately. The exemptions provided 31
attributes (27 groups + 4 ICD9 codes);

• age at 1st January 2018 and gender were considered,
for a total of 2 features.

The total number of features used as input for the ML
algorithms was then 1 514, as shown in Table I.

The target variable was dichotomous, distinguishing
between patients with HF and patients without HF,
according to the lists made by the GPs. The problem was
thus a supervised binary classification one, considering HF
patients as the positive class.

The final dataset was then composed by 14 616 rows (a
row for each patient) and 1 515 columns (1 514 input features

Table I
SUMMARY OF THE FEATURES OF THE DATASET.

Class Number
Diagnoses 740

Procedures 380

Performances 90

Drugs 271

Exemptions 31

Personal 2

Total 1 514



+ 1 output variable).
The whole dataset was divided in training and test set, the

80% and the 20% of the original one, respectively.
Since the prevalence of the two sets was the same of the

original one (2.37%), the training set was preliminarly
balanced using the Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling
Technique (SMOTE) [24], which consists in over-sampling
the minority class and under-sampling (or over-sampling)
the majority one to achieve the desired prevalence and
number of samples in both the classes. In this way, the
dataset does not become too small. The new training set
was then composed by 139 278 samples, 69 639 per class,
with a prevalence of 50%. On the contrary, the test set,
was not modified, because the performances have to be
evaluated on a real sample of the Tuscan population.

On the new balanced training set, a features selection
process was executed, in order to reduce the dimension of
the dataset and to delete features without relevance for the
output. The Boruta algorithm [25] was chosen for this aim.
This is a wrapper method, which adds randomness to
random forests, performing a top-down search for the most
predictive attributes, iteratively deleting the variables
whose importance is significantly less than their
importance when randomly shuffled. The Boruta algorithm
confirmed a group of 572 features, selected as follows:

• 311 of 740 (about 42%) variables regarding diagnoses;
• 97 of 380 (almost 25.5%) attributes for procedures;
• 54 of 90 (60%) features of the class of performances;
• 98 of 271 (about 36.2%) variables for drugs;
• 10 of 31 (almost 32.3%) attributes for exemptions;
• age and gender.
Random Forest (RF) [26] and LASSO [27] were

selected as ML algorithms: the first one has usually good
performances in classification problems, but it is hard to
understand; the second one has usually slightly worse
results, but it is more interpretable [28]. Both were trained
in 10-fold cross-validation with grid search (to perform

Table II
SUMMARY OF THE TRAINING SETS USED TO TRAIN THE MODELS, WITH
THE TECHNIQUES USED TO DERIVE THEM, THE ACHIEVED PREVALENCE

AND THE FINAL NUMBER OF ROWS.

Technique Prevalence # Rows
Original Nothing 2.37% 11 694

Bal10 Under-sampling the negative class 10% 2 780

Bal20 Under-sampling the negative class 19.6% 1 419

Bal25 Under-sampling the negative class 25% 1 112

Smote28 SMOTE 28% 6 950

Bal33 Under-sampling the negative class 33.33% 834

Smote38 SMOTE 38.46% 3 614

Smote42 SMOTE 42.86% 1 946

Bal50 Under-sampling the negative class 50% 556

Smote50 SMOTE 50% 1 112

also the tuning of the parameters) using different training
sets. All the training sets had the 572 features selected
before by the Boruta algorithm, but they differed in
prevalence. The 10 training sets, obtained simply
under-sampling the negative class or with SMOTE, are
described in Table II.

All the analyses were done on a Linux server with 64 GB
of RAM, using a program written in R language.

III. RESULTS

The results were evaluated on the test set, with the
original prevalence. Because of the great unbalance of the
classes, accuracy, which is the index of correctness in a
classification system, cannot be used, to avoid the accuracy
paradox [29]. For this reason, F1-Score [30], which gives
the same importance to Sensitivity (SE) and Positive
Predictive Value (PPV), and F2-Score [31], which weights
more SE than PPV, were used to compare and evaluate the
models. They are defined as follows:

F1Score = 2 · PPV · SE
PPV + SE

(1)

F2Score = 5 · PPV · SE
4 · PPV + SE

(2)

The results achieved by all the models trained with the
different training sets in terms of these two metrics are
shown in Table III. It is possible to observe that RF
behaves better than LASSO, no matter the set used to train
the models. In addition, the performances are different not

Table III
RESULTS ACHIEVED BY ALL THE MODELS IN TERMS OF F1-SCORE AND

F2-SCORE.

Algorithm Training Set F1-Score (%) F2-Score (%)

RF

Original 64.23 53.49
Bal10 66.01 77.19
Bal20 51.09 70.63
Bal25 45.72 66.49

Smote28 74.22 82.76
Bal33 39.02 60.66

Smote38 57.22 73.3
Smote42 44.33 65.22

Bal50 28 49.17
Smote50 35.88 57.9

LASSO

Original 34.73 27.32
Bal10 46.74 48.4
Bal20 46.77 57.43
Bal25 44.39 60.7

Smote28 53.36 64.76
Bal33 39.44 56.97

Smote38 49.47 66.86
Smote42 45.65 64.33

Bal50 29.02 49.43
Smote50 33.89 54.31



Figure 1. Comparison of the performances of the models trained with
different training sets.

only with different prevalences, but also when the same
prevalence is obtained in different ways (e.g. Bal50 and
Smote50 get different results). The results achieved in
terms of the “classical” metrics (Sensitivity, Specificity,
Positive Predictive Value and Negative Predictive Value)
are shown in Fig. 1. The best model in terms of the two
golden metrics is RF with 1 000 trees, mtry = 39 and
sample size = 0.632, trained with the Smote28 training set.

IV. DISCUSSION

The Boruta algorithm selected 572 variables of 1 514,
reducing the number of input columns of more than 62%.

The fact that age and gender are in the final set of input
features confirms their importance: heart failure occurs more
in old people and more in men than in women [32].

As regard the medical variables, the proportion of each
group of attributes with respect to the total number of
features slightly changes after the features selection stage.
In particular, the weight of the procedures really decreases
(from 25.1% to 16.96%), in favour of the performances,
whose weight almost doubles (from 5.94% to 9.44%). Also
the incidence of the diagnoses increases, passing from
48.88% to 54.37%. The weight of drugs and exemptions,
on the contrary, remains almost the same.

Some of the selected variables are related to heart
problems, e.g. the number of admissions and the number
of days of hospitalizations for cardiomyopathies, secondary
hypertension and congestive heart failure, the number of
coronary heart bypass grafts, percutaneous transluminal
coronary angioplasties, coronary thrombolyses, diagnostic
cardiac catheterizations, insertions and replacements of
cardiac pacemaker and other heart surgeries, the number of
instrumental cardiology performances and cardiac medical
examinations and the number of cardiovascular drugs
taken. On the contrary, the exemptions for cardiovascular
diseases are excluded. But most of the selected features are
related to other problems, e.g. tumours, respiratory

problems or nervous system diseases. This means that
people with heart failure are usually affected by several
comorbidities and so it can be wrong looking only at heart
problems for the identification of the target population.

According to the presented results, the algorithm already
used in Tuscany for the identification of heart failure
patients (MaCro) [17] is facing a performance problem. It
only uses codes of diagnoses for HF, cardiomyopathies or
hypertension and exemptions for HF for the identification,
considering nor drugs, procedures and performances nor
diagnoses or exemptions for any other disease [33]. As a
consequence, its results are not so good: both SE and PPV
do not overcome the 50% (using the test set of this study
to evaluate the performances). On the contrary, the tested
ML algorithms trained with different training sets, except
for the one with the original prevalence, achieve a very
high SE (higher than 70%), even if the PPV is usually
lower than 50% (Fig. 1). The only exception is represented
by RF trained with the set with the 28% of prevalence
obtained with SMOTE (Smote28): both SE and PPV are
really greater than the ones achieved by the MaCro
algorithm, while specificity (SP) and negative predictive
value (NPV) remain almost unchanged, near 100%. Table
IV shows the performances of RF compared with MaCro
algorithm. RF outperforms MaCro in terms of the two
golden metrics.

In light of the results achieved by the RF model, the
employment of such a method for the HF patients
identification can have a great impact on the improvement
of the healthcare service. Only very few HF patients, in
fact, are not correctly identified by the model, leading to
early diagnoses for most of people and causing both the
improvement in QoL and the reduction of the resources
consumption due to repeated and avoidable
hospitalizations. Also the false positives are few, meaning
that not many people are considered ill by the algorithm
even if they are healthy. Because of their little number,
their wrong diagnosis can be corrected by the GPs in the
following, who can exploit also laboratory tests and
clinical data for a more precise evaluation.

However, to let the GPs trust and adopt this new model
based on RF, the method cannot be a “black box”. RF is

Table IV
PERFORMANCES OF MACRO (THE ALGORITHM ALREADY USED IN

TUSCANY) AND RANDOM FOREST TRAINED WITH THE SMOTE28 SET.

MaCro RF SMOTE28
SE (%) 50.72 89.63

SP (%) 98.39 98.74

PPV (%) 43.35 63.34

NPV (%) 98.79 99.75

F1-Score (%) 46.75 74.22

F2-Score (%) 49.05 82.76



an ensemble of trees (1 000 in this case). Every tree is
built with a random subset of variables (39 in this case)
and with a random subset of training samples (the 0.632%
in this case). The final prediction is given by the “simple
voting” of all the trees [26], [34]. Classification and
Regression Trees (CART) are used as base-learners. CART
is a decision tree, a sequential procedure that classifies a
given input, splitting in a binary way the “best” feature at
each node. The “best” feature is the one that maximizes
the reduction of impurity, i.e. minimizes the Gini index
[35]. The importance of each attribute Ak for every single
tree is calculated as the difference between the error rate
of the predictions obtained from the original data and the
ones obtained with the random permutation of Ak.
Averaging among importance measures for individual trees
gives the importance of Ak for the RF. Table V shows the
top 10 variables for the problem of identification of HF
patients, according to the following metrics:

• Accuracy Decrease is the mean decrease of accuracy
after the attribute is randomly permuted (the greater it
is, the more important the variable is);

• Gini Decrease is the mean decrease of the Gini index
by splitting on the feature (the greater it is, the more
the purity of each node increases);

• # Trees is the total number of trees in which a split on
the attribute occurs;

• # Roots is the total number of trees where the
attribute is used for splitting at the root (i.e. the
attribute maximizes the reduction of impurity).

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of minimal depth and its mean
for the most significant variables, where minimal depth is
the length of the path from the root to the node where the
attribute is used for splitting (the smaller it is, the more
relevant the feature is). Table VI shows the meaning of the
acronyms of the features shown in Table V and Fig. 2.

The 10 most important variables, both in terms of the

Table V
TOP 10 VARIABLES USED BY RF TRAINED WITH SMOTE28, IN ORDER

OF IMPORTANCE (DECREASING ORDER OF Accuracy Decrease).

Variable Accuracy
Decrease

(%)

Gini
Decrease

#
Trees

#
Roots

DRUGS ATC3 C03C 0.063 198.25 993 81

DRUGS ATC3 C07A 0.031 101.97 949 63

DRUGS ATC3 B01A 0.021 111.4 962 57

DRUGS ATC3 C09A 0.018 67.04 926 37

PERF GROUP SP89.7 0.016 96.76 918 54

DRUGS ATC3 C01A 0.15 36.11 813 14

PERF GROUP 79 0.014 21.87 829 10

AGE 0.013 79.38 957 49

DRUGS ATC3 A02B 0.012 43.09 915 34

PERF GROUP P89.52 0.011 72.22 896 46

Figure 2. Distribution of minimal depth and its mean (marked by a vertical
bar) for RF trained with Smote28.

decrease of accuracy and of the mean minimal depth, include
only age, drugs and performances, not necessarily related to
the cardiac system. All the diagnoses, the procedures and the
exemptions are not usually employed for splits, meaning that
they do not discriminate well HF patients from non-HF ones.
This explains the better performances of RF than MaCro
algorithm and than Shultz’s best one [18], the two models
built with only administrative data. In addition, these results
are comparable with the ones achieved by the models using
also the clinical data, especially in terms of sensitivity.

V. CONCLUSION

Heart failure is one of the top causes of death all over the
world, it generates disabling symptoms, making life very
difficult, and the treatments for heart failure patients cover a
great part of all the healthcare expenses. Identifying as soon
as possible these patients becomes then crucial, in order to
improve their QoL and to reduce the resources consumption.

Table VI
DESCRIPTION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE DATASET.

Variable Description
AGE Age on 1st January

PERF GROUP 50 Number of clinical chemistry laboratory
exams

PERF GROUP 79 Number of other performances

PERF GROUP P89.52 Number of electrocardiograms

PERF GROUP SP89.7 Number of cardiological visits

DRUGS ATC3 A02B Number of drugs for peptic ulcer and gastro-
oesophageal reflux

DRUGS ATC3 B01A Number of antithrombotic agents

DRUGS ATC3 C01A Number of cardiac glycosides

DRUGS ATC3 C03C Number of high-ceiling diuretics

DRUGS ATC3 C07A Number of beta blocking agents

DRUGS ATC3 C09A Number of plain ace inhibitors



This paper presents the performances evaluation of
several machine learning methods for the identification of
heart failure patients, starting from administrative data, the
only ones available in Italy, and the explanation of the best
model (random forest trained with a set with the 28% of
prevalence), to make it transparent and interpretable. This
model outperforms the algorithm currently used in Tuscany
for the same aim, increasing both sensitivity and positive
predictive value and considering at most features related to
drugs and performances.
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